[Natriuretic peptides and the heart. Critical review and application].
This paper deals with a literature survey on natriuretic peptides (NP) and their clinical use in prognostic stratification and therapy of arterial hypertension and cardiac failure. After a brief historical introduction, the phylogenesis of NP is analyzed and the reasons of their preservation in the evolution are emphasized. The biochemistry of the NP is then treated, and the structure, synthesis, mechanism of cellular action and systems of regulation are analyzed. Subsequently, the authors have analyzed the physiology of the NP as well as their hemodynamic and biohumoral effects and actions on the central nervous system. A literature review on the significance of NP in arterial hypertension, on their usefulness as indicators of damage and on their therapeutic practice is then made. In particular, the possible future applications in the prevention of atherosclerotic damage are analyzed. The significance of NP and of their metabolites in heart failure and the prognostic implication of these peptides particularly in ischemic heart failure are then discussed. The most important papers on this topic are described. Finally the studies on the use of NP in the therapy of heart failure are analyzed and a guide on research of this topic is defined.